A kind of negotiation policy is proposed for the allocation problem solved by agent-based system in distributed manufacturing environment, in which subtasks in the same task have in-tree precedence constraints and flexible routes. With the formulation of the problem and that of combinatorial auction solution, the design, the procedure and the implementation of combinatorial auction are given. The final part of the paper gives numerical test to demonstrate the policy to be feasible and efficient.
Introduction
Distributed manufacturing is becoming increasingly important since it can respond rapidly to market changes and make resource sharing more efficient among manufacturing partners [1] . In this environment, partners and resources may be located at different geographical locations, and scheduling distributed resources to fulfill production tasks with constraints is a vital task. As one of the important research topics in distributed intelligence, multi-agent system (MAS) has played a key role in the development of distributed manufacturing scheduling system [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
To cope with different information and decisionmaking in the distributed manufacturing paradigm, effective and efficient coordination among autonomous entities is becoming ever important. As one kind of efficient approach of coordination, negotiation policy is one of the opportunities and challenges in the distributed manufacturing scheduling system [4] . Currently, the Contract Net Protocol (CNP) or its modified versions are the most used negotiation policy. The CNP allocates resources dynamically and balances the workload of system. However, the CNP does not accommodate future events and the performance is unpredictable. To overcome these problems, researchers have proposed various improvements to the basic CNP [4] . But the CNP and its modified versions do not consider the combinatorial requirement of tasks for resources. In [7] and [8] , the combinatorial requirement of tasks for resources is considered by means of combinatorial auction when allocating resource. In their problem, the tasks have strict precedence constraints and fixed routes.
In the paper, a kind of Combinatorial Auction Based nEgotiation Policy (CABEP) is proposed for resource allocation problem in which subtasks of the same task have in-tree precedence constraints and flexible routes.
Problem formulation and that of combinatorial auction solution

Resources allocation problem formulation
The problem considered consists of scheduling N tasks on M resources in order to minimize the cost, i.e., the tardiness of the task, etc. The task is partitioned into a set of subtasks ( , ) O i j in advance, and each subtask ( , ) O i j can be performed on one of a set of alternative resources. The precedence constraints between subtasks of a same task form an in-tree. 
processed on resource h , 0 otherwise. Problem is defined as follows:
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, 1, (2) is precedence constraints for each task. Constraint set (3) is capacity constraints which say that each resource can perform at most one subtask at a time. Constraint set (4) is the arrival time constraints that ensure that the first subtask cannot be completed before the task has been launched for at least the time for processing the first subtask.
Auction design
The time window considered is divided into T time slots equably. The price of each time slot is λ . All resource agents delegate their time slots to a mediator who acts as auctioneer, task agents act as bidders and auction items are the time slots of the resources and defined as a set of pairs (resource, timeslot). Triple ( ) 6. Increase the iteration counter 1 c c = + , and go to 2. 7. According to the result of market clearing, timeslots are assigned to corresponding bidders.
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Auction procedure
Distributed rule implementing combinatorial auction
An agent executes its local actions with local constraints and coordinates with other agents to achieve global goals. Agents in the system are defined as follows:
• Domain Manage Agent (DMA): It acts as a bridge between the system and other system and manages the lifecycle of the task agents and resource agents. When launching the task/resource agent, the task/resource agent template is used.
• Resource Mediator Agent (RMA): It acts as the mediator of RA and the auctioneer in the auction; • Control Agent: It deals real-time resources allocation in the system in emergency situation; • Resource Agent (RA): A resource agent represents the current state of a resource. All RAs have similarity structure but different attributes and capacities according to the resource. It delegates its resources to the RMA for auction.
• Task Agent (TA): A task agent is launched temporarily by the DMA for a special task. All TAs have similarity structure but different attributes. It acts as a bidder in the auction.
According to the design of auction and the agents in the system, the rule implementing combinatorial auction is given:
Message and variable: Resource breakdown-Br, Emergent Task-E; Task cancel-C, Iteration countIc, Step size-Ss, Initial step size-Ss0, Message for start auction-Sa, All bids are submitted-Pb, Message for stop auction-Pa, Auction is completedAf, Announce bid-P, Market clearing is made-Mc, Auction result is adopted-R.
Logic symbol: ~-NOT, -AND, -OR. Predication: ∃ -Exist, NOTIFY, REGISTER, ANNOUNCE, UPDATE, SUBMIT, CLEAR.
• Start/stop auction rules, which decides the auction's start or stop. 
Start auction rule, IF ( )
Test results
Numerical testing has been performed to demonstrate the negotiation policy to be feasible and efficient. Test parameter setting was described here. Test data in benchmark in [2] was adopted to compare the negotiation policy with dispatching rules. In Figure  2 , the results of SPT and EDD was cited from [2] , in which distributed rule was used. And CABEP denotes the tests result after adopting CABEP. Figure 2 shows that the maximum flow time is 65, average flow time is 45, and average delay rate is 6%, which are comparative reduced compare to SPT and EDD distributed rule. 
Conclusion
Combinatorial auction based negotiation policy, is used to solve distributed scheduling problem in the distributed manufacturing environment. With the negotiation policy, autonomous agents solve local problem with local constraints, at the same time, the distributed resources are scheduled in the global view in the time window by the means of the combinatorial auction. The test result shows that the negotiation policy is effective and efficient.
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